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In the midst of stones, rainbows and tables upside down, we find the will of God.

The will of God does not always reach us in peaceful and harmonic ways. It is revealed often through
disturbing actions or processes. The will of God aims to shape God's people but that takes frequently a hard
course. As Jesus in the temple turning the tables, God also turns our lives upside down so we may learn, so we
may find new meanings to what we do and to how we live, so we maybe challenged and transformed, so we
maybe shaped into the form God wants us to have.

The ten commandments were given to the people as they walked in the desert. Was it the returning to their
land an easy decision to be made, a pleasant task to be undertaken? Was it the path through the desert an
undemanding path? Obviously not. But who said that liberation processes are easy to be done? The context in
which the ten commandments were given was one of crisis. People were displaced, without a defined identity,
still sheltering within themselves a culture and a memory of slavery. More then to bring an order to social and
inter-personal relations, the commandments were intended to bring life and to preserve it. In a context of
slavery (or post-slavery), the commandment to rest on a given day of the week was not only another acquired
right, it was the way to preserve people's health, their bodies' integrity and lives. In a situation of constant
unsettlement, to love father and mother was more then to obey them, it was about caring for them until the
end, not leaving them behind to die in abandonment in the desert.

"Eight of the ten commandments are negative, forbidding a specific crime. That leaves much of life
unregulated by law, where we are to maximize our love for God and neighbor within an ethic of freedom."
(Ralph W. Klein) Gerard von Rad, the most famous Old Testament scholar of the last decades, taught that "in
order to be law in the strict sense of the term, the Ten Commandments lack an essential element: the positive
content without which a law does not exist." Von Rad also teaches that "in the Old Testament the Ten
Commandments are never referred to as 'law', but as the 'ten words' and that there is no a sense of judgment or
punishment attached to them. The Ten Commandments are to be understood within the context of the
Alliance, not outside it.

(the two readers and the rainbow person come now and prepare the baskets with colored papers and distribute
them to the people)

As the basket of colored paper come to you, please take a piece and keep it with you.

There were much deeper values that the commandments intended to affirm and secure. The Commandments
are a synthesis of those values that are so deep that they bring about freedom and life. When those values were
forgotten the law became sterile. It was written on stone, but not in the heart. When law knows no love, it
easily becomes a mechanism of control that produces submission but not liberation, obedience but not care,
respect but not commitment.

Jesus can't stand the fact that the law became an institution in itself disconnected of its first meanings. He
re-interprets the law giving it back to where it belongs, the heart of the people. Their heart, their dreams, their
faith â�� all those spaces generating life. However, life does not refer alone to the fact of being alive, but to
how it is experienced. Life is referred to quality, integrity and beauty. If it is not like that we have to fight
even to the extent of dying.

How are you living your life? Are quality, integrity and beauty words that identify the way as you live
nowadays? Or maybe life has been so harsh that these words are not perceived any longer?
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Jesus finds new words to speak about that what brings life and determines our ethics. He confronts the old law
with new understandings. He overturns the tables of the temple in order to affirm that prayer and worship
have priority in our lives. He overturns the tables of the temple in order to assert that trading and justice
belong together. He overturns the tables of the temple to overturn what we had thought was most important.
Jesus threatens to overturn our lives. He brings life, but we are not sure how this life will reshape us.

In which ways Jesus is overturning our lives? In which ways we try to protect ourselves from Jesus strong
way of transforming us? Are we afraid of being overturned?

The will of God for us through the Ten Commandments and the strong action of Jesus is a word of freedom.

In the last two weeks we were invited to participate in our Lenten journey by looking for rainbows, by naming
promises received or yet to be said. This morning we are invited to look at the Commandments. Read them
through. (Give time)

Which of this Commandments take on new sense for you?
Which one is a word of freedom for you today?
Please, write it down in the colored paper you received.

In the midst of stones, rainbows and tables upside down, we find the will of God.

Please rise! We will affirm the will of God in the words of the Commandments.
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